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The Sea Storm of 1911 in Catalonia: the 
Patrimonialization of Natural Catastrophes

Eliseu Carbonell

The 31st of January 1911 a terrible and unpredicted sea storm affected most of 
the coast from Catalonia to Valencia, causing nearly 140 deaths, mainly among 
the population engaged in fishing. As a result of this storm, a sea port was 
constructed. This paper analyses the decision to build it in one of the rare villages 
on the Catalan coast with almost no fishermen, a village whose marine tradition 
ended half a century before the disaster. This paper examines the management 
of this catastrophe as a process of patrimonialization of the maritime culture 
by the local elites. Of particular interest is the place of attracting tourists in the 
decision-making of these elites. The paper also drawn on the commemoration 
of the disaster in 2011 as a process of patrimonialization of the past, in order to 
think about the political economy of maritime heritage.

Maritime Heritage Production in Neo-museographical 
Contexts: The Example of the Process of «Low-cost Fish» 
Heritage Making in the Espai del Peix (Fish Space) of 
Palamós

Joan Lluís Alegret
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By talking about a brief example of the production process in maritime heritage 
and fishing, we try to show that different logics are guiding maritime heritage 
production processes that are occurring today in the Costa Brava (Catalonia, 
Spain) and are causing a real transformation in the concept of maritime heritage 
and practices associated with it, at least as we know so far.

Problems and Contradictions in the Processes of Heritage 
Designation of Lighthouses in Catalonia

Gemma Domènech

Lighthouses are some of the most outstanding examples of coastal architecture 
because of the aura of mystery and legend that has often surrounded them. 
They have been a guiding light for sailors since time immemorial and are still 
indispensable for navigation, but automation has made the people who have lived 
and worked in them unnecessary.

Catalonia, with 580 km of coastline, maintains 21 lighthouses, some of which 
are over 150 years old; they are important living testimony to the maritime 
and harbor heritage in the country. The consideration and determination of 
the asset recovery and preservation of lighthouses along the Catalan coast are 
socially accepted facts. New uses given to them will ensure the preservation of 
these architectural features and their inclusion in the Heritage Inventory of the 
Government of Catalonia, as well as in local catalogues.

The Sea as Pretext: The Barcelona Case

Nadia Fava

Since the end of the 1980s, there has been a questioning of the processes of 
heritagization, which oscillates between considering them to be a form of 
safeguarding and protecting to demonstrating them to be processes in the end 
political or economic. The success of valorizing the sea through the transformation 
of Barcelona’s coastal area that began at the end of the 1980s is unquestionable, 
but less analyzed is how Barcelona’s modern seafront is a construction of a citizens’ 
imagery, developed during precisely the period in which access to the sea was 
difficult because of the presence of the port, industry and the railway.

The construction, imagined and subsequently made real, of the coastline in the 
nineteenth, twentieth and twenty-first centuries allows for a discussion on the 
weight of the sea in the discourses and projects for the whole city, in which the 
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Mediterranean reveals itself as a pretext to justify actions that advance cleansing 
policies or to reclaim economic, urban and architectural control of the entire 
seafront.

The Gimmicky Heritagization of Maritime Culture

Juan Antonio Apraiz Zallo

In recent years, various governments have been advocating for cultural heritage 
and maritime culture as the structural axes of the development of coastal 
areas in decline. This has put into motion a number of processes and actions 
of heritagization. From our analysis we have reached the following conclusions, 
among others:

 Maritime Heritage is becoming merely a tourist attraction.
 Heritagization is being carried out with «imaginative» studies having 
scant rigor and more will than scientific foundation.
 Heritagization is developed mainly by governmental entities related to 
Tourism, with initiatives related to Culture, Fishing or Ports very rare.
 Heritage is becoming a mere decorative object, without content, that 
needs only to be attractive.

Ultimately, this is a gimmicky heritagization of maritime culture, with 
‘gimmicky’ understood as «an action that focuses on form without addressing 
the heart of the matter».

Sociocultural Realities through Underlying and Silent 
Heritage: Maritime Graphic Expressions in Santurtzi 
(Bizkaia).

Juan Antonio Rubio-Ardanaz

Life along the Basque coastline and coastal area is undergoing major reshaping 
in terms of a new «maritime dimension». We find symbolic elements commonly 
shared among the «fisher folk» and non-«fisher folk» alike. We analyse graphic 
manifestations integrated into signs and other logos in the municipality 
of Santurtzi in Bizkaia — historically linked to the sea — becoming part of 
the visual scenery and its heritage. This novel construct has at its base social 
relationships which converge in the maritime, in an ongoing dialectic which 
speaks of changes and of the sociocultural construct itself.
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Antagonism and Conflicting Memories in Fishing: The 
Galician Case

Dionisio Pereira

By «Mar dos Galegos» pass multiple memories, including the still hegemonic 
memories of the employers and the obscured memories of the «oppressed» 
people, that is, the memories of those who after the Civil War and the harsh 
repression under Franco may be called «winners» and «losers» as a result of 
the prevalence or submission not only of their class interests, but also of the 
memories and symbolic representations associated to them.

De-patrimonializated Culture and Patrimonial Invention

David Florido del Corral

Our intention is to promote a theoretical debate about the policies and discourse 
on Cultural Heritage in maritime and fishing spheres relating to the Andalusian 
Coast (Spain). We use a neologism, ‘de-patrimonialization’, to address some 
paradoxical consequences of policies originally intended to support and 
encourage maritime culture. We select two ethnographic cases — initiatives 
related to tuna fishery and to a traditional system of fishery in the littoral (corrales) 
in Cádiz, to illustrate the main hypothesis: the advisability of distinguishing 
‘culture’ or ‘tradition’ in opposition to ‘heritage’. The construction of Cultural 
Heritage in Modernity is based upon a set of suppositions, ancestral roots, social 
and cultural homogeneity, representative nature of the cultural aspects invoked 
as Heritage, which are to be questioned from a reflexive perspective. Inventing 
Heritage, following the celebrated expression of Hobsbawm, has conflictive and 
contradictory results and it is our aim to highlight them.

Reinventing the Place: The Processes of Heritagization in 
the ‘El Estrecho’ Natural Park

M. Ángeles Corbacho Gandullo

Heritagization processes arising from environmental protection policies 
and certain tourist proposals converge on a recreational view of some coastal 
spaces. In this context, ‘marginal’ turns into paradise and productive spaces 
become landscapes to contemplate. Local populations of protected areas often 
contest  these new forms of representation, perception and experimentation. 
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Actions and discourses  sustain conflicting interests and activate processes of 
resistance and identity. However, far from understanding the local / foreign axis 
as the only key, this analysis attempts to capture the complexity of the ‘local’ in 
these dynamic processes of heritagization. For this purpose, we will focus on 
the case of wind sports tourism in the Natural Park of the Straits of Gibraltar 
through the analysis of three disputed situations reflecting the plot complexity 
and the different representations in this space.

Patrimonialization of Nature and Coastal Spaces: The 
Case of Biosphere Reserve in Celestún and Ría Lagartos, 
Yucatán, Mexico

Sabrina Doyon and Catherine Sabinot

Upon the entry into the Ría Lagartos Biosphere Reseve, a huge panel greets us 
with the following: «Welcome to the Biosphere Reserve ‘Ancestral Heritage’». 
This heritage concept is also put forward in the management plans of the two 
UNESCO Biosphere Reserves located on the Yucatán coast (Mexico). Are 
these references to heritage the sign of an emerging process of natural heritage 
building? Are the discourses and activities involving environmental conservation 
and ecotourism deployed within those two Reserves leading to the construction 
of a natural heritage? Based on the ethnography of six villages included in these 
Reserves, we analyze the social, economic and political consequences of such 
a process. Does it help lessen local social inequalities or does it feed socio-
economic marginalization?

Typology and Conservation of Maritime Heritage: A 
Comparative Study between Atlantic Andalusia and 
Brittany

Loïc Ménanteau

Maritime heritage is defined as heritage that has or has had a link, whether 
direct or indirect, with the sea. The main elements in Atlantic Andalusia and 
Brittany are presented in a table showing its great diversity, but also the difficulty 
of establishing a typology as there is considerable overlap. From a geographical 
point of view, the author believes estuaries are part of this heritage and that 
it is crucial to bear in mind the historical evolution of coastal landscapes and 
elements that are now inland, but were once in contact with the sea.
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Conservation of maritime heritage in the two areas is also discussed and 
compared. The types selected for comparison include manmade landscapes 
such as traditional saltpans, tide mills, coastal surveillance (watch towers, 
lighthouses), coastal military heritage, vessels - from war ships to small local 
boats, fishing traditions and techniques and, finally, maritime museums and 
interpretation centres. Bretons, with their long seafaring tradition, appear to set 
greater store by their maritime heritage. The author explains some of the reasons 
behind the present situation of maritime heritage in the two regions.






